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Summer Term Year 6 

The Mayan Civilisation- Non European Society 
 Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will study the key features, including the everyday lives of men, women and children of the Mayan Civilisation. Children will 
develop their understanding of the achievements of the earliest civilisations.  

Core Aims  
 know and understand how Britain has influenced and been 

influenced by the wider world 

 know and understand significant aspects of the history of the wider 

world: the nature of ancient civilisations; the expansion and 

dissolution of empires; characteristic features of past non-

European societies; achievements and follies of mankind 

 gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract 

terms such as ‘sacrifice’, ‘civilisation’, ‘parliament’ and ‘hierarchy’ 

 understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, 

cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, 

and use them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse 

trends, frame historically-valid questions and create their own 

structured accounts, including written narratives and analyses 

 understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how 

evidence is used rigorously to make historical claims, and discern 

how and why contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past 

have been constructed 

 gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into 

different contexts, understanding the connections between local, 

Pupils should be taught  
Chronological understanding 
Children should be able to: 

 place events, people and changes into correct periods of time  

 use dates and vocabulary relating to the passing of time, including 
ancient, modern, BC, AD, century and decade. 

Knowledge and understanding of events, people and changes in 
the past 
Children should: 

 find out about ideas, beliefs, attitudes, behaviour and 
characteristics of people, recognising that views and feelings can 
differ.  

  identify and describe reasons for, and results of key historical 
events, situations and changes in Maya 

 describe, compare and make links between the main events, 
situations, behaviour and changes in Mayan Civilisation- work out 
how conclusions were arrived at. 

Historical interpretation and Enquiry  
Children should be able to: 

 to ask perceptive questions, select and record relevant 
information 

 identify the different ways the past is represented and to give 
reasons for this 

 recognise primary and secondary sources 

 use a range of  sources of information to weigh evidence, sift 
arguments and develop perspective and judgment.  
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regional, national and international history; between cultural, 

economic, military, political, religious and social history; and 

between short- and long-term timescales. 

 Consider ways of checking the accuracy of interpretations, whether 
they are fact or fiction  

Organisation and communication 
Pupils should be able to: 

 recall, select and organise historical information from several 
sources in a fluent account  

 use dates and historical vocabulary to describe the periods studied  

 communicate their knowledge and understanding of history in a 
variety of ways [for example, drawing, writing, by using ICT]. 

 

Expectations 
Children can: 

 know and understand how Britain been influenced by the wider world 

 gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as ‘sacrifice’, ‘civilisation’, ‘parliament’ and ‘peasantry’ 

 understand historical concepts such as continuity and change, cause and consequence, similarity, difference and significance, and use 

them to make connections, draw contrasts, analyse trends, frame historically-valid questions and create their own structured accounts, 

including written narratives and analyses 

 understand the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make historical claims, and discern how and why 

contrasting arguments and interpretations of the past have been constructed 

 gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts,  

  gain an understanding of the connections between national and international history; between cultural, economic, military, political, religious 

and social history; and between short- and long-term timescales. 
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Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To ask perceptive questions, select and record 
relevant information 
To identify the different ways the past is represented 
and to give reasons for this 
To recognise primary and secondary sources 
To use a range of sources of information to weigh 
evidence, sift arguments and develop perspective and 
judgment.  

 

Ask ch what they know about the Mayans, have they heard of them before? Do they know any facts 
about the Mayan civilisation?  
Give differentiated groups A3 picture sheets of different Mayan artefacts.  
What do these artefacts show you? What could they be? Who would own them? What would they be 
used for? Ask ch to look at 1 or 2 pictures and discuss ideas about the artefacts as a group – do all 
ch agree or are there different opinions? Remind ch to think logically rather than just pulling ideas out 
of the air. Ch to focus on their justification – HOW do they know this artefacts serves a particular 
purpose?  
What does this tell us about the Mayans? 
 If able, ch to then mind map more of their ideas about who the Mayans are.  
Ch to then independently write questions about the Mayans which they would like to find out the 
answers to through lessons.  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9SLkANZIEtUxpN8A9BHFR6GGFTk24Nis 
 

To identify why the Mayan were so significant. 
To identify the Mayan era 
To locate where the Mayans lived. 
 
 

 

Why do we study the Maya? 
The Maya were, according to some historians, the most advanced of all Meso- American cultures. 
They came from Central America and reached the high spot of their influence between 300 and 900 
AD and then they largely disappeared. They were made up of 60 or more separate Kingdoms, 
although they all spoke the same language and had the same culture, and traded extensively with 
each other. 
The Maya Empire, centered in the tropical lowlands of what is now Guatemala, reached the peak of 
its power and influence around the sixth century A.D. The Maya excelled at agriculture, pottery, 
hieroglyph writing, calendar-making and mathematics, and left behind an astonishing amount of 
impressive architecture and symbolic artwork. Most of the great stone cities of the Maya were 
abandoned by A.D. 900, however, and since the 19th century scholars have debated what might 
have caused this dramatic decline  
 Children to locate the Mayan civilisation on a world map and create a time line to show when they 
lived. Children to label the Mayan civilisation on a timeline and relate to life in Britain.what would life 
have been like in Britain at this time?(  add Celts, Roman, Anglo Saxons , Vikings, Normans to 
timeline) 
 http://www.timemaps.com/civilization/Mayan-civilization 
http://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/the-mayans 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9SLkANZIEtUxpN8A9BHFR6GGFTk24Nis
http://www.timemaps.com/civilization/Mayan-civilization
http://www.theschoolrun.com/homework-help/the-mayans
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Ask the children to find out in pairs or 3’s possible reasons why the Maya were such a significant 
society and share with class. What evidence did they use? There are no ‘right’ answers, at this stage 
-purely curiosity.  Aim is for children to become curious, feel that they are learning quickly on their 
own, and working things out for themselves 
 

Useful internet links: 
https://kidskonnect.com/history/ancient-mayan/ 
http://www.livescience.com/41781-the-maya.html 
http://www.brainpop.com/educators/community/bp-topic/maya-civilization/ 

To find out about Mayan agriculture 
To find out how the Mayans managed to be self 
sufficient 

Mayan Wealth was based on farming. They developed a very successful way to grow crops 
in an area of rainforest and mountains 
Ask the children what they already know about agriculture in rainforest regions. What crops 
are grown? 
How are fields watered and fertilised? 
What crops did the Maya grow? Are these the same as today, or different? 
How did they grow food on mountains? How important was agriculture to their way of life?  
When so much of the land they lived in was mountain and jungle, how did the Maya manage to 
become so important?  
Children research photographs and information to solve the history mystery as to why this civilization 
was able to flourish in such inhospitable terrain. 
http://mayas.mrdonn.org/food.html 
http://mayas.mrdonn.org/farmers.html 
Present research as a report or as a class debate. 
 

To identify important Mayan places. 
To make connections between international and 
national history 
To understand the  historical concept such as 
continuity and change, cause and consequence, 
similarity, difference 

What can we learn about the Maya from the way they built their buildings? 
Show ch pics of Chechen Itza looking at what it was used for, why it was important and why 
people/tourists still visit it now.  
(The Mayans were basically a stone age society, using tools and weapons made of wood 
and local stone. Obsidian, a hard volcanic rock, was used for blades and axes.) 

 What tools and equipment did people use during the stone age in Britain? What were 
buildings like in Britain? Are they similar to Mayan tools and equipment? What do their 
buildings tell us about how Mayan life was organised? 

 What might it be like clearing a rainforest using a stone axe? Although having no 
wheels or carts, and no animals to pull them, the Maya could move large quantities of stone 
to build pyramids, palaces, temples and cities. 

How did they manage this? What were their cities like? Are their pyramids the same as 
those in Egypt? 

https://kidskonnect.com/history/ancient-mayan/
http://www.livescience.com/41781-the-maya.html
http://www.brainpop.com/educators/community/bp-topic/maya-civilization/
http://mayas.mrdonn.org/food.html
http://mayas.mrdonn.org/farmers.html
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Would you have liked to be a Mayan builder? 

http://www.history.com/topics/maya/videos/seven-wonders-the-temple-of-chichen-
itza?m=528e394da93ae&s=undefined&f=1&free=false 

Children to create a tourist leaflet on Chechen Itza explaining why tourists would want to go there; 
What type of information would they have to include on their leaflet? What would they see? What 
would interest them? What presentation features could they use to catch people’s eyes?  

To find out what was life like at the height of the 
Mayan civilisation. 

To organise historical information from several 
sources in a fluent account  
 
 
 
 
 
To gain an understanding of the connections 

between cultural, economic, military, political, 
religious and social history; and between 
short- and long-term timescales. 

 

How was Mayan society organised 

Mayan society had a clear hierarchy. Show the children various models and artists’ impressions of 
life in Mayan city states 1,200 years ago.  
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/pyramids_and_architecture.php 

(http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/daily_life.php) 
http://mayas.mrdonn.org/socialstructure.html 

Ask pupils to use their creative imaginations to produce a brief tour guide of a typical city. Think 
about how our society is run and who is in charge .Explore the city states of the Mayans and how 
they were organised, investigating the roles of different groups of people in Mayan society, such as 
kings, nobles, merchants and slaves 
 
Discuss key points – who do you think had the best lifestyle in Mayan times? Who had the worst? 
Why do you think this?  
Put ch into 3 groups; slaves, farmers and nobles to research.Discuss the differences between the 
lifestyle of Mayan nobles, farmers and slaves. Discuss how each lifestyle would differ and the key 
reasons why.  
Children to think about and find out about the sights and sounds of a Mayan farmer’s life – what time 
would they get up? What sounds would they hear during this time? If they went to the market to sell 
crops, what sights/sounds/smells would they experience?  
Ch to independently write a diary extract based on a Mayan noble/slave/farmer. 
Remind ch to read the facts carefully – can they use the facts in their diary extract to make it seem 
realistic?  
Remind ch to include emotions/feelings in their writing. 

To find out about Mayan Gods and the stories 
surrounding them 
To make comparisons between Egyptian and 
Mayan civilisations. 

 
.   

Does the use of sacrifices prove that the Mayans were a cruel people? 
The jaguar and the maize God were two of the most important Gods for Mayans, although 
there were lots more give the children time to research in pairs, Mayan Gods. And think 
about…. 
Are the gods similar or different to Greek, Egyptian Gods? Discuss in groups. 
If the Maya were so civilised why then did they carry out human sacrifice? (Priests made human 

http://www.history.com/topics/maya/videos/seven-wonders-the-temple-of-chichen-itza?m=528e394da93ae&s=undefined&f=1&free=false
http://www.history.com/topics/maya/videos/seven-wonders-the-temple-of-chichen-itza?m=528e394da93ae&s=undefined&f=1&free=false
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/pyramids_and_architecture.php
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/daily_life.php
http://mayas.mrdonn.org/socialstructure.html
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 sacrifices to ensure good harvest, fine weather or victory in battle.)  Instead of seeing things as 
'black and white' pupils are encouraged to look at more subtle shades of opinion.   
Ch to create a Mayan god of their own and annotate their god with its religious purpose – why would 
people pray/worship this god? Why are they important?  
 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/religion_and_mythology.php 

To ask perceptive questions about an artefact 

To  select and record relevant information 
To recognise primary and secondary sources 
 
 
 

How might you go about translating the hieroglyphics? 

Mayans used a system of writing often called ’hieroglyphics’ similar to the Egyptians, although 
historians still cant read most of these. Scribes had a very high status, suggesting that the written 
word was important. 

Ask the children to select writing on a column or building and try to work out what it might mean, 
using the symbols as a guide. 

How are they similar/different to the Ancient Egyptians? Why did these things make the Mayans 
important?  
Ch to create TV report where a few members are Mayans explaining why they used it and a few ch 
are the reporters interviewing and explaining WHY it was so important and what impact it has on our 
lives today. 
 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/writing_numbers_and_calendar.php 

What evidence do we have that the Mayan 
civilisation were an advanced society? 
To use a range of sources of information to weigh 
evidence, sift arguments and develop perspective and 
judgment.  
 
 

What can we tell about Mayans from their pottery or ruins? 
Most societies leave behind artefacts- either whole or broken. These can tell us lots about 
that society if there is no written material or, like the Mayans we can’t read or understand 
what has been written. Some museums have collections of Mayan pottery. Select pictures of 
several different pots, pieces of jewellery or ruined buildings and explore the pictures on 
them. 
What can we tell about Mayans from their pottery or ruins? 
From what we have left behind, do you think the Mayans were rich? Clever? Similar to us, or 
different? 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/art.php 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/hero_twins_maya_mythology.php 
Create a powerpoint presentation explaining what we can learn from what the Mayans left 
behind.to  

To know and understand significant aspects of the 
Mayan civilisation  

To understand the achievements of the Mayans. 

What can we learn about the Mayans from their counting system and calendar? 
The Mayans developed a complex counting system, and developed a calendar based on 
365 days in a year. They could predict the movements of the sun and the moon. Mayans 

http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/religion_and_mythology.php
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/writing_numbers_and_calendar.php
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/art.php
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/hero_twins_maya_mythology.php
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 used Zero, had a writing system, created calendars and used astronomy.  
How could they develop such a detailed understanding of the universe? 
What does this tell us about Mayan Society? 
http://www.ducksters.com/history/maya/writing_numbers_and_calendar.php 

To use a range of sources of information to weigh 
evidence 
To  sift arguments 
To develop perspective and judgment.  
 

Can we solve the riddle of the decline of the Maya?  
Discuss the reasons why it is so difficult to find the answer to this question. 
When there are apparently 88 competing theories about the end of the Mayan civilization. Ask the 
children to predict possible reasons then put them into research teams. Each team has to advocate 
its particular theory carefully selecting only relevant material and then, against the clock make their 
case.  
In the ninth century, the Maya world was turned upside down. Many of the great centres like Tikal 
were deserted. The sacred temples and palaces briefly became home to a few squatters, who left 
household rubbish in the once pristine buildings. When they too left, Tikal was abandoned forever, 
and the Mayan civilisation never recovered. Only a fraction of the Maya people survived to face the 
Spanish conquistadors in the 16th century. 
For decades, archaeologists have been searching for an explanation of the Maya collapse. Many 
theories have been put forward, ranging from warfare and invasion to migration, disease and over-
farming. Many think the truth may lie with a combination of these and other factors. 
But none of the conventional theories were good enough for Dick Gill. He believed that what had 
devastated the Maya was drought. However, drought as the only explanation of the Maya collapse 
was highly controversial. Gill continued his research and discovered that  it was the driest time in the 
region for 7,000 years.Here at last was the clinching evidence Gill had been searching for - 
exceptional drought at the time of the Maya collapse. 
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